

































































































































































































































































































































































































Ce toit tranquille, omarchent des colom-
bes,
Entre les pins palpite, entre les tombes ;






La mer, la mer, toujours !
O 	
	une 	







































Stable 	, temple simple Minerve,
Masse de calme, et visible 	,
Eau sourcilleuse, OEil qui garde en toi
Tant de sommeil sous un voile de flamme,
O mon silemce!... Edifice dans ,

















































































Comme le fruit se fond en jouissance,
Comme en il change son absence
Dans une bouche sa forme se meurt,
Je hume ici ma future 	
,
Et le ciel chante 

Le changement des rives en rumeur.
Beau ciel, vrai ciel, regarde-moi qui change!
tant d’orgueil, tant 
, mais pleine de pouvoir,
Je me abandonne ce brillant espace,
Sur les maisons des morts mon ombre passe













































Le vent se ... Il faut tenter de vivre!
L’air immense ouvre et referme mon livre,
La vague en poudre ose jaillir des rocs!
Envolez-vous, pages tout 	
!
Rompez, vagues! Rompez d’eaux 	





























































A Summary of a Novel by Tatsuo Hori
Masako AKASE
Tatsuo Hori is a writer who, like Ryunosuke Akutagawa, left downtown Tokyo and moved
uptown across the Sumidagawa River. The experience, which added a strong uptown touch to
his work, eventually became characteristic of his writing. Nevertheless, his novels are usually
set in downtown Tokyo. This choice can be attributed to his childhood, when he witnessed a
life of nobility and spiritual splendor, both of which impressed him greatly. The original down-
town settings gradually began to take on uptown characteristics in the stories ’ fictitious world.
Few critics have dealt with Hori ’s almost perfect approach to fiction and his anti-realism,
both of which deserve more attention.
The Wind Rises, his masterpiece and most famous novel, begins with the following lines from
Paul Valery ’s long poem titled La marin : Le vent se 	
, il faut tenter de vivre. The
title of the book, The Wind Rises, was used as a chapter title and is repeated by the leading
character as he recollects the past.
Critics who claim that The Wind Rises was heavily influenced by Rainer Maria Rilke may be
right.
However, Valery ’s influence on this novel cannot be ignored. The most prominent aspect of
that influence is the nature of the fiction and anti-realism in The Wind Rises, which contrasts
sharply to the realism. Such interesting characteristics are present in the work of both Hori
and Valery.
Another important aspect is that the same lucidity created by Valery in La marin is
often present in Hori ’s The Wind Rises. Hori ’s greatest achievement may be that he perceived
and incorporated in his work the same kind of lucidity that is characteristic of the Mediterra-
nean world.
